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Introduction
The Square Kilometre Array
Who are we?
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is an
international effort to build the world’s largest radio
telescope, with approximately a square kilometre
(one million square metres) of collecting area. This
is equivalent to 140 football pitches. The SKA will
not be a single telescope, but use the technique
of interferometry to eventually combine vast
numbers of different types of radio telescopes in
unique configurations. This represents a huge leap
forward in both engineering delivery and research
& development, and will deliver a correspondingly
transformational increase in science capability when
it starts early operations in the early 2020s.
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Project values
The SKA telescope will be co-located in radio
quiet zones in Africa and Australia. South Africa,
hosting the core of the high and mid frequency
instruments, along with several African partner
countries, will work alongside Australia, who will
host the low frequency dipole antennas and the
dish-survey instrument. With a range of other large
ground-based and space telescopes covering huge
swaths of the electromagnetic spectrum already or
becoming operational over the coming decades, the
SKA will perfectly augment, compliment and lead
the way in scientific discovery.
The SKA Organisation, with its headquarters at
Jodrell Bank Observatory, near Manchester, UK,
manages and formalises relationships between the
international partners and consortia and centralises
the leadership of the project.

The project is funded with public money and
therefore fosters an open and transparent
approach to information management. Information
is made freely available on the website and nontechnical explanations are given so that the project
is easily understandable to non-astronomers.

Brand Strategy
The tone of the SKA brand should be primarily technical and professional.
It should have a clean, clear, un-cluttered, business-like look whilst still
conveying the exciting and inspirational nature of the project.
© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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Logo

Single Colour Logo 1: SKA Ocean Blue

Master Logo: Full colour

The SKA logo shall remain protected
and may not be used or reproduced
by people from outside the SKA
Organisation without prior and
individual written consent of the SKA
Organisation.
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Single Colour Logo 2: SKA Ocean Blue

Logo usage
Our logo is the most important asset
to our brand image. Its usage should
be clear, concise and never cluttered by
surrounding imagery.
The logo should never be changed or
altered in any form. It should not be
recreated, scanned or reproduced
unless we grant permission otherwise.
Exclusion Zone
This specifies the space around the logo that should remain free of
imagery and/or typography. It is the minimum space around the logo. The
area can be allocated with half of the globe device taken from the logo as
illustrated above.

X use on colour block

X rotate the logo

X recolour the logo

X use against photo

X change logo elements

X stretch the logo

Size & Scale
The logo should never be reproduced
smaller than 35mm wide for print purposes
or 100 pixels wide for multimedia usage.
If re-sizing the scaling must remain
proportional and equal to the original,
stretching of the logo is not permitted.

35mm

© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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Alternative logo
A second iteration of the logo exists
for printed and online materials. This
should be selected for use against
coloured backgrounds for example as
the white frame isolates the logo.
Similar exclusion zone rules apply,
however please note the rules
regarding size and scale for print and
digital mediums.

Exclusion Zone
This specifies the space around the logo that should remain free of imagery
and/or typography. It is the minimum space around the logo. The area can be
allocated with half of the globe device taken from the logo as illustrated above.
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Alternative logo
positioning metrics

45mm

45mm

Top right

The logo should always be positioned in the top
left or top right hand corner of the page, it has
been designed to ‘bleed’ off the edge off the page
at the top, but should always remain square. The
illustrations demonstrate positioning and sizing
based on A4 portrait material.
In certain cases it may not be possible to locate the
logo bleeding off the top, in this case positioning of
the logo is allowed as illustrated below:

Top left

45mm

45mm

45mm

45mm

Bottom left

© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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SKA brand
hierarchy
The SKA brand covers
consortia from all
over the world. These
are represented by
their own logo and
used for their own
communications.

Other SKA
countries
Africa

Australia

✓
WIDE BAND SINGLE PIXEL FEEDS

TELESCOPE MANAGER
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INFRASTRUCTURE SOUTH AFRICA

ASSEMBLY, INTEGRATION & VERIFICATION
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INFRASTRUCTURE AUSTRALIA

MID-FREQUENCY APERTURE ARRAY

LOW-FREQUENCY APERTURE ARRAY

SIGNAL AND DATA TRANSPORT

Consortia logos
Teams of experts from around the world are grouped in teams called
consortia to work on the design of the SKA elements. Each consortium
has been assigned a personalised logo and all individuals belonging
to an SKA consortium are strongly encouraged to make use of their
consortium’s logo while referring to their activity within the consortium.

© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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Alternative
Consortia logos
Black

11

Black without globe lines

SKA Ocean Blue

SKA Ocean Blue without globe lines

White

White without globe lines

The Square Kilometre Array - Brand guidelines

As well as the full colour
Consortia logo - each
Consortia has three single
colour versions for use in
different applications.
Alternative versions to
these logos without globe
lines should be used at
smaller sizes.

Brand
partnerships
Partner logos should always
be featured on the right side
of the SKA logo separated by
a keyline.
The SKA logo should always
be the most prominent and
the partner logo should be no
larger than the height of the
SKA type block.

© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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Primary colours

Secondary colours

Our core colours are the colours we closely associate to the SKA brand and
MUST only be used in the breakdowns illustrated.

The primary brand colours should be used as much as possible but
to avoid repetition and to allow greater flexibilty we suggest the use of
complimentary colours. These should be used sparingly as accent colours
(such as buttons and links on the web).

SKA Sky Blue

SKA Burnt Sun

C100 M0 Y0 K0

C4 M57 Y100 K0

R0 G174 B239

R236 G134 B35

SKA Ocean Blue

SKA Earth Green

C100 M73 Y0 K2

C40 M0 Y100 K0

R0 G84 B164

R166 G206 B57

SKA Teal Blue
C100 M58 Y36 K0
R0 G104 B138
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Typography

Brand fonts used by graphic
professionals and advertising

The primary typeface for SKA
communications is Eurostile Demi.
This typeface should always be used
for professional marketing literature by
graphic professionals.

Eurostile Demi - Used for main headings and key messages

Our internal typeface for Word
documents and email is Arial.
We operate in the public sector and so
should consider accessibility guidelines,
minimum point size for body text should
be 9pt over 12pt leading whenever
possible. Body text should be always
appear at 70% black.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890?&$£!%/.,()@
Eurostile Medium - Used for sub-headings

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890?&$£!%/.,()@
Eurostile Medium - Used for body text

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890?&$£!%/.,()@

Office fonts used for email and
internally created documents
Arial Bold (Windows system font)

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890?&$£!%/.,()@
Arial Regular (Windows system font)

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890?&$£!%/.,()@
© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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xHI=0.79

Graphs and Diagrams

xHI=0.61

Graphs, pie charts and diagrams
should strive to be simple, clear and
concise, the brand colours should
be applied wherever possible to aid
consistency across communications.
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We understand that due to the
complex nature of the subject, there
may be occasions where the redrawing
of diagrams will not always be possible.

xHI=0.20
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160

Imagery
Imagery is an important element
in our communications, please
ensure that specified imagery is
relevant to the subject matter
and content.
Due to the nature and current
status of the project, imagery is
evolving pretty fast. Make sure
you use the latest images and/
or artist’s impressions, available
on the relevant section of the
SKA website.

© ©2014
2014Carbon
CarbonCreative
CreativeLtd
Ltd- -All
Allrights
rightsreserved
reservedwww.carboncreative.net
www.carboncreative.net
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Applying the Brand
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Stationery
SKA Organisation
Jodrell Bank Observatory
Lower Withington
Macclesfield
Cheshire, SK11 9DL
United Kingdom

Visual identity, letterhead, compliment
slip and double sided business card.
Letterhead 210 x 297mm
Compliment Slip 210 x 99mm
Double Sided Business Card 90x55mm

SKA Organisation
tel: +44 (0)161 306 9600
Registered in England & Wales, Company number 07881918

www.skatelescope.org

© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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Posters

The Square Kilometre Array

Crediti: Luigi Strano. Crediti per le immagine scientifiche e riconoscimenti: Djorgovski et al, (Caltech) (immagine sull’Epoca della reionizzazione - EoR); Casey Reed (immagine della Pulsar); NASA/JPL-Caltech/SSC (immagine
dell’evoluzione della galassia NGC 3190); NASA/TRACE team dell’Istituto per la ricerca spaziale Stanford-Lockheed (immagine sul magnetismo cosmico e la corona solare); NASA/JPL-Caltech (immagine “La culla della vita”)

SKA posters are an impactful way of showcasing the photography library, images
should always be relevant to the subject matter of the text. Imagery should show the
most up to date telescope array.

SKA: il radiotelescopio più grande
Did you know
del mondo nel futuro dell’Italia
?
Giovanni Fabrizio Bignami, Presidente INAF

will revolutionise our understanding of the
Universe and the laws of fundamental physics

ye

s
ar

Martedì 10 giugno, ore 19:30

Giovanni Fabrizio Bignami, Presidente INAF
(Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica)

Square Kilometre Array

s
DATA

2 million years

Lo Square Kilometre Array sarà il più
grande radiotelescopio del mondo e
rivoluzionerà la nostra conoscenza
dell’Universo e delle leggi fondamentali della
Fisica. Al progetto di SKA partecipano 11
Paesi in tutto il mondo e l’Italia gioca un
ruolo centrale in tutti i gruppi scientifici che
interagiscono con la comunità astronomica.
L’INAF è attivo in ben quattro consorzi ed è

Te
n

Aula Magna Dipartimento Fisica e Astronomia,
Università di Catania, Via S. Sofia 64, Catania

of

li g

ht

(Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica)

The data colle
cted
by the SKA in
a single
day would take
nearly
two million
years to
playback on
an iPod.

leader di importanti progetti. Nel prossimo
futuro l’Italia sarà sempre più coinvolta
nel progetto di SKA. L’INAF e le industrie
supe
rhanno
comp sapute cogliere al volo la
italiane
uter
sfida che non sarà
solo scientifica, ma
soprattutto economica.

SKA

10x

SKA è il futuro della scienza,
SKA è il futuro dell’Italia.
x 10
0,0 00
Perso
nal Co ,00 0

The SKA cent
ral
computer will
have
the processin
g
power of abou
t
one hundred
million PCs.

mpute
rs
Per ulteriori informazioni: oacatania@oact.inaf.it

@SKA_telescope

INAF

The SKA will
be so
sensitive that
it will
be able to dete
ct an
airport radar
on a
planet tens
of light
years away.

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI ASTROFISICA
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ASTROPHYSICS

10089_SKA sicily conference poster V5.indd 1

The dishes of
the
SKA will prod
uce
10 times the
global internet
traffic.

19/05/2014 17:38

The aperture
arrays in the
SKA
could produce
more than 100
times the glob
al
internet traffi
c.
100x

2x

The SKA will
use enough
optical fibre
to wrap twic
e
around the
Earth!

The Square Kilometre
Array (SKA)
it already involves
project is an
international
around 100
effort
organisations
Australia to monitor
across 20 countries to build the world’s largest
the sky in unprecede
radio telescope
in the design
, led by the SKA
nted detail and
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nt of the telescope
from Jodrell
of times faster
. The SKA will
Bank Observato
than any current
use hundreds
ry in the UK.
of thousands
system. Construct
Supported by
of interconne
11 member
ion of the SKA
cted radio telescope
countries,
is set to start
s spread across
in 2018 and
early science
Africa and
in 2020.”

www.skatelescop
e.org

Square Kilom
etre Array

@SKA_telescope

The Square Kilom
etre Array

Revolutionising our understanding of the Universe
Artist’s impression of the full SKA telescope and its instruments brought together to probe the mysteries of the Universe.

www.skatelescope.org

Square Kilometre Array

@SKA_telescope

The Square Kilometre Array

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is an international effort to build the world’s
largest radio telescope and revolutionise our understanding of the Universe and the laws of
physics. Led by the SKA Organisation from Jodrell Bank Observatory in the UK and currently
supported by 11 member countries, it already involves around 100 organisations across

11936_SKA poster resize_TELESCOPES.indd 1
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20 countries in the design and development of the telescope. The SKA will use hundreds of
thousands of interconnected radio telescopes spread across Africa and Australia to monitor
the sky in unprecedented detail and survey it thousands of times faster than any current
instrument. Construction of the SKA is set to start in 2018 and early science in 2020.

12/05/2015 13:42

Examples of poster shown A1
Landscape (left) and A3 Portrait (above)

Leaflets
These are typical SKA leaflet treatments. Always use this system to compose a SKA
marketing piece. The system is flexible in terms of text layout as word count can vary
for each communication.

SKA: il radiotelescopio più grande
del mondo nel futuro dell’Italia
Giovanni Fabrizio Bignami, Presidente INAF
(Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica)

Aula Magna Dipartimento Fisica e Astronomia,
Università di Catania, Via S. Sofia 64, Catania
Martedì 10 giugno, ore 19:30

INAF

10088_SKA sicily conference leaflet V4.indd 1

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI ASTROFISICA
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ASTROPHYSICS

19/05/2014 17:39

© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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Corporate Brochure
This is a typical SKA brochure
treatment. This example shown is in
landscape format, however, the system
is flexible in terms of format.
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Pop-up Banners
SKA Pop-up banners are a good way of
showcasing the photography library, the
banners can be used either to advertise
specific areas of SKA or as a general
communications tool for events.

Exploring the Universe
with the world’s largest
radio telescope

10x

Discover more, visit www.skatelescope.org

www.skatelescope.org

SQUARE KILOMETRE ARRAY

The dishes of the
SKA will produce
10 times the
global internet
traffic.

Exploring the Universe with the world's largest radio telescope

Did you know?

© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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Exhibition Stand
An exhibition stand is used by SKA staff as part of presentation to the wider
community at events and engagements. A number of exhibition stands are constantly
used in conferences, symposia, others. Conference stands available feature the
global collaboration aspect of the project, the science, and the telescope arrays.

SQUARE KILOMETRE ARRAY

so
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i

gh

ty

ea
rs

2 million

The SKA will be so
sensitive that it will
be able to detect an
airport radar on a
planet tens of light
years away.

SKA

super

compute

x 100 ,000
,000
Personal
Compute
rs

r

The SKA central
computer will have
the processing
power of about
one hundred
million PCs.

Centaurus A
Credit: Ilana Feain, Tim Cornwell and Ron Ekers (CSIRO/ATNF)
ATCA northern middle lobe pointing courtesy R. Morganti (ASTRON)
Parkes data courtesy N. Junkes (MPIfR)
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years

The data
collected
by the SKA in a
single day would
take nearly two
million years
to playback on
an iPod.

The dishes
of the SKA
will produce
10 times
the global
internet
10x
traffic.

www.skatelescope.org

DATA

Ten

www.skatelescope.org

Exploring the Universe with the world's largest radio telescope

Powerpoint presentations
Presentation slides consist of cover, introduction and text heavy frames, please use
Arial regular and Arial bold 80% black. Images can be incorporated into inside and
separating slides.

Click to add title
Click to add subtitle

Slide Title

SQUARE KILOMETRE ARRAY
Exploring the Universe with the world's largest radio telescope

The SKA or Square Kilometre Array Ota ate coria
voluptum eseque rent ma apit invenis is dolorunt
facersp ellabore adis estiam eum veriant elecum res
cus eosandit lanihil erferum dentenditis alitae vollant
quam eum ex estem faceatur aspe qui volupta
ipsapis repel iscimus alitaque ex enti nobis magnam
restrum quamusam volore volorec esecturessi nis
invenis accaborunt.
Click to add name
Click to add date

Exploring the Universe with the world's largest radio telescope

Footer text

© 2014 Carbon Creative Ltd - All rights reserved www.carboncreative.net
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Contact
William Garnier
Communications and Outreach Manager
SKA Organisation

SKA Organisation
Jodrell Bank Observatory
Lower Withington
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 9DL
United Kingdom
+44 (0)161 306 9600
www.skatelescope.org
Square Kilometre Array
@SKA_telescope
The Square Kilometre Array

